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Audiokarma Home Audio Stereo Discussion Forums Home Forums &gt; AudioKarma Audio Forums &gt; Receivers &gt; Discussion in 'Receivers' started by John Q, November 17, 2019. Audiokarma Home Audio Stereo Discussion Forums Home Forums &gt; AudioKarma Audio Forums &gt; Receivers
&gt; April 3, 2020 This site is not affiliated with or funded by Nico. To purchase Gamma 30 spares or accessories, please contact the company through their website or visit an authorized retailer. Filtering by all regions all countries all sites prices in original currency order by relevance, high first relevance,
low first price, first price high, low first see, new first see, old first product, product a-z, z-a site, site a-z, z-a proximity, closest first proximity, first closest hi I bought a tune 30 gamma Nikko in excellent condition. I want to do a re-enactment and circuit upgrade. I need the sketch diagram and I think it's on
the last page of the instruction manual. Can someone help me? Thank you for your attention. Itantamente/ Welcome John Did you renovate this sanctuary? George, architect M/L Aerius + Pipes + Vinyl Hi kach22i Yes, I renewed the receiver, mate, forum provided me with the service manual, which
facilitated the upgrade. On the upgrade, I mean only FM. So I deleted the AM tuning block. The three power supplies (+ 12V; + 5V and + 27V) have been changed: the mute circuit has been disabled because it impairs sound quality). (The front) modified, the Jfet first stage amplifier (2SK168), is now a
double goal mosfet, BF981, I have the advantage of having better profit and very low noise. All electrolyte capacitors have been replaced. The ceramic capacitors were replaced by MKP 1837 from vishay and some from Wyma. In the path of the audio signal, electrolyte ones were replaced by conrad
jonhson, with the help of a new PCB. Comparing MPX capacitors were replaced by cornell dublier's mica. All opponents were replaced by metal film... Vishay, Welwin and Philips (NOS) RCA connectors have been replaced by XLR as well as the legs. The antenna terminal with the help of a new PCB, now
has an F 75 ohm connector, but decided to keep the terminals balanced to 300ohm after calibration, I used several receivers by comparison, including the classic and rare NAT NAIM 01. I admit it exceeded all my expectations, especially when it's with classical music at my favorite station... John N.S. As
soon as possible, I'm going to put pictures here. All opponents were replaced by metal film... Vichy, Welwyn and Phillips (NOS) I guess they were ceramics with color-coded stripes. Do you have any suggestions for switching counters on an old circuit board, hard to find 11 ohms and 2 watts? New Old
Stock, where are we going about this? In another forum they talked about mixing 2-3 types of counters together to fine-tune the sound. You've heard of it. Your new recorder happens to be old. I loved the brand you have, there was something I drooling about even though I had a second SAE RC3
receiver at the time. George, architect of M/L Aerius + Pipes + Vinyl Hey I loved the brand you have, there was something I drooling about even though I had a second SAE RC3 receiver at the time. About 25 years ago I had a Niko Gamma 30 shelter, but I don't know what I made of it !!!! I found it in good
condition and a good price. I bought that, good times I had with it in my youth, the difference is now it's something special to me. In another forum they talked about mixing 2-3 types of counters together to fine-tune the sound. You've heard of it. Yes, my professional experience over the years also says so.
I recently purchased wadia 8 and upgraded it only as traffic, the DAC section should be deleted (Type Wadia 6), it was perhaps the most complex upgrade I made, (about 7 months) and one of the upgrades was a combination of 2 types of antis to reduce the minimum possible nervousness in a new main
reclock watch. Last edited: March 2020 Very clean panels. I'm kind of surprised to see coils in the air there, little ones. George, architect of M/L Aerius + Pipes + Vinyl Hey John, was pleased to see another asylum enthusiast here recently we added Sansui TU-X1 to our system. With a proper program
(lucky to have fantastic classic radio with live broadcasts), listening to it is a glorifying experience! Great technical skills on your side, congratulations! I thought about a similar renovation but right now just afraid to change one part and not spoil any aspect of the magic. It's unbelievable how this bunch of
ceramic hats and electrolytes come from creates that kind of sound. Our machine has just been cleaned and re-trained. Now you learn about antennas and how to use them properly. Cheers, Dr. Jarek Korbicz STACORE Manufacturer of Advanced Anti-Vibration Solutions Hey thanks for your feedback I
had this receiver in mind, amazing machine, with a good upgrade, I believe it will be something.... Unusual. The reason I purchased this shelter is personally, which I mentioned here. - Cheers.
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